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We give a construction which takes a rank two incidence geometry with three
points on a line and returns a geometry of the same type, i.e., with three points on
a line. It is also demonstrated that embeddings of the original geometry can be
extended to the new geometry. It is shown that the family of dual polar spaces of
type Sp(2n, 2) arise recursively from the construction starting with the geometry
consisting of one point and no lines. Making use of this construction we inductively
construct projective embeddings for these geometries, in particular the embedding
in the spin module for the group Sp(2n, 2). We also show that if we apply the con-
struction to a classical near polygon which is isometrically embedded in the near
2n-gon of type Sp(2n, 2) the resulting space is a near polygon. Examples of such
classical, isometrically embedding spaces are near 2n-gon of Hamming type on a
three letter alphabet and the product of dual polar spaces of types Sp(2k, 2) and
Sp(2l, 2) with k+l=n.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We assume the reader is familar with the concepts of a partial linear rank
two incidence geometry 1=(P, L), the collinearity graph of 1, a path of
length d, for a positive integer d, subspace of 1, singular subspace of 1, a
convex subspace of 1, a projective embedding e: 1  PG(V ), morphism of
projective embeddings, for an embedding e^ to be universal relative to an
embedding e, and for an embedding e to be relatively universal. As a
reference consult (Buekenhout [Bu]).
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In this paper we shall be exclusively concerned with near 2n-gons,
a type of linear incidence system introduced in (Shult and Yanushka
[SY]). A near 2n-gon is a linear incidence system (P, L) satisfying: (i) every
line contains at least two points, (ii) the point graph (P, t) of (P, L) is
connected with diameter n, and (iii) for each point line pair ( p, l ), there is
a unique point q on l nearest p. Note that a near 4-gon is a linear incidence
system such that for any non-incident point-line pair ( p, l ), p is collinear
with a unique point on l, so that a near 4-gon is the same thing as a
generalized quadrangle, a concept introduced by (J. Tits [T]). In fact, all
generalized n-gons (again introduced in [T]) with n even are near n-gons.
Dual polar spaces are examples of near 2n-gons (which for n greater than
two are not generalized 2n-gons). A dual polar space is a linear incidence
system obtained by taking as points the maximal subspaces of a polar
space and as lines the next-to-maximal subspaces with incidence being
reverse containment. If, in a near 2n-gon 1=(P, L) the convex subspace
determined by two points at distance two is a non-degenerate quadrangle
we say the quads exist. 1 is said to be classical if quads exist and for
any pair consisting of point p and quad Q there is a unique point in Q
nearest p. In (Cameron [C]) the classical near 2n-gons are characterized.
For further reference consult [SY] or [Bu].
It is our purpose in this paper to give a construction of some near
polygons. Specifically, in Section 2 we give a ‘‘recipe’’ which has one
ingredient, a rank two incidence geometry with three points on a line and
produces a geometry of the same type. We also show there that projective
embeddings of the original geometry can be extended to obtain embeddings
of the new geometry. Then, in Sections 35, the recipe is applied recur-
sively, starting with a very simple geometry, to obtain the family of dual
polar spaces of type Sp(2n, 2). Finally, in Section 8 we apply the construc-
tion to the near 2n-gon of Hamming type on 3n points and to other near
2n-gons to obtain a some new near 2n+2-gons.
2. NEW GEOMETRIES FROM OLD
Let 1=(P, L) be a linear incidence system with three points on each
line. By a grid G in P we mean a collection of nine distinct points xij ,
i, j=1, 2, 3 such that for each i=1, 2, 3, [xij | j=1, 2, 3] # L and for each
j=1, 2, 3, [xij | i=1, 2, 3] # L. Let G=G(1 )=[G | G is a grid in P].
The Construction
We now construct a new geometry from 1. Set I=[1, 2, 3] and for each
i=1, 2, 3 let Yi=[i]_P, Y=3i=1 Yi , and Z=[_: I  P | Im(_) # L].
Note that we can consider the elements of Z to be ordered triples from P.
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We let the points P of our new incidence system be the union of Y and
Z: P=Y _ Z. We now define four collections of triples from P as
Li=[[i]_l | l # L, i # I],
Ltr=[I_[ p] | p # P],
Lt=[[(i, p), _, {] | _{{, _(i)={(i)=p, Im(_)=Im({)],
and
Le=[[_1 , _2 , _3] | _i # Z, \i # I, \j # I, [_i ( j ) | i # I] # L,
6 [_i ( j ) | i, j # I] # G].
We set L=Li _ Ltr _ Lt _ Le . We refer to those lines in Li as ‘‘interior
lines,’’ those in Ltr as ‘‘transverse lines,’’ the lines in Lt are the ‘‘tangent
lines,’’ and those in Le are the ‘‘exterior lines.’’ For an appropriate
incidence system 1=(P, L), i.e. with three points on every line, we will
denote by 1 the incidence system (P, L) obtained by applying the
construction to 1.
Lemma 2.1. (i) Card(Y )=3_card(P), card(Z)=3!_card(L).
(ii) Card(Li)=3_card(L); card(Ltr)=card(P).
(iii) Assume that every point of P lies on t+1 lines, then card(Lt)=
3_(t+1)_card(P). (iv) card(Le)=12_card(G).
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the construction. K
We will presently apply this construction inductively to get a family of
linear incidence systems. However, we conclude this section with a theorem
showing how a projective embedding of 1 can be extended to a projective
embedding of 1 . Recall that a projective embedding of an incidence
geometry 1=(P, L) is an injective mapping e: P  PG(V ), V a vector
space over a division ring such that (i) (e(P)) =PG(V ) and (ii) for
l # L, e(l ) is a full projective line of PG(V ). Note that when lines of a
geometry all carry three points the division ring underlying a projec-
tive embedding must be the field GF(2) and then we can consider our
embedding to take the points of P to non-zero vectors. In this case, condi-
tion (ii) is equivalent to: (iii) if [x, y, z] # L then e(x)+e( y )+e(z)=0.
Theorem 2.2. Let 1=(P, L) be a partial linear rank two incidence
system with three points on each line and suppose that ei : P  P(Vi ), i=1, 2
are embeddings where the Vi are vector spaces over GF(2) (e1 , e2 may
be equivalent). Set V=V1V2 . Define a map e: P  P(V ) as follows:
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e((1, x))=(e1(x), 0), e((2, x))=(0, e2(x)). Suppose a=(3, x), x # P set
e(a)=(e1(x), e2(x)). Finally, suppose a=(a1 , a2 , a3) # Z. Then define e(a)=
(e1(a2), e2(a1)). Then e is an embedding of the extended geometry 1 =(P, L)
into P(V ).
Proof. For a line l=[x1 , x2 , x3] set e (l )=3i=1 e(xi ). By the definition
of an embedding we have
(e1(Y1)) =[(v1 , o) | v1 # V1]
and
(e2(Y2)) =[(0, v2) | v2 # V2].
Therefore
(e(Y ))$[(v1 , o) | v1 # V1] _ [(0, v2) | v2 # V2]
and hence
(e(P)) $(e(Y )) =V.
We must now show for any l, e (l )=0. If l/Yi , i=1, 2 this is immediate.
Suppose l=[3]_[x, y, z], [x, y, z] # L. Then
e (l )=(e1(x), e2(x))+(e1( y ), e2( y ))+(e1(z), e2(z))
=(e1(x)+e1( y)+e1(z), e2(x)+e2( y)+e2(z))=(0, 0)
since e1 , e2 are embeddings and l is a line.
Suppose l is an transverse line, l=I_[x], x # P. Then by definition,
e((3, x))=(e1(x), e2(x))=e((1, x))+e((2, x)),
so 3i=1 e((i, x))=0.
Next, let us assume that l is a tangent line. Assume first that l & Y # Y1 .
Then l=[(1, x), (x, y, z), (x, z, y)] where [x, y, z] # L. Now
e (l )=(e1(x), 0)+(e1( y), e2(x))+(e1(z), e2(x))
=(e1(x)+e1( y)+e1(z), 2e2(x))=(0, 0)
since [x, y, z] # L. When l & Y # Y2 the proof is entirely analogous. Assume
then that l & Y # Y3 , say l=[(3, x), ( y, z, x), (z, y, x)]. Now
e (l )=(e1(x), e2(x))+(e1(z), e2( y))+(e1( y), e2(z))
=(e1(x)+e1(z)+e1( y), e2(x)+e2( y)+e2(z))=(0, 0),
since [x, y, z] # L.
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Finally, let l=[x1 , x2 , x3]/Z. Set xi=(xi1 , xi2 , xi3). Now
e (l )=(e1(x12), e2(x11))+(e1(x22), e2(x21))+(e1(x32), e2(x31))
=(e1(x12)+e1(x22)+e1(x32), e2(x11)+e2(x21)+e2(x31))=(0, 0),
since [x1i , x2i , x3i] # L for i=1, 2, 3. This completes the proof. K
3. A CONSTRUCTION OF THE (2, 2)-GENERALIZED
QUADRANGLE
The simplest incidence system of all is one with a single point and no
lines. We denote by 1 0=([x], <) such a system. Applying our con-
struction to 1 0 we get an incidence system 1 1=1 0. This system has as its
point set I_[x], so three points and a single line, the transverse line
[(1, x), (2, x), (3, x)] This is the projective line PG(1, 2), and we remark
that this is the same thing as the dual polar space of type Sp(2, 2). In
general, assume that we have defined 1 n&1 and let 1 n be the geometry
obtained by applying the construction to 1 n&1: 1 n=1 n&1. We shall see
below that something nontrivial already emerges when n=2, in particular
that 1 2 is a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle, which is a dual polar space
of type Sp(4, 2). For convenience, we set Y ni =Yi (1
n&1), i=1, 2, 3;
Yn=3i=1 Y
n
i ; Z
n=Z(1 n&1), and Pn=Y n _ Zn. In a similar fashion we
define Lni , L
n
tr , L
n
t , L
n
e , and L
n.
Lemma 3.1. (i) Card(P2)=15, card(L2)=15. (ii) Every point lies on
three lines.
Proof. (i) This follows from Lemma 3.1. (ii) Suppose p # Y2. Then p
lies on one interior line, one transverse line, and one tangent line, so three
lines in all. If p # Z2 then p lies on three tangent lines. K
Proposition 3.2. 12 is a (2,2)-generalized quadrangle.
Proof. As a consequence of (3.1) we need only show that if ( p, l ) is a
non-incident point-line pair from 1 2 then p is collinear with a unique point
on l. Suppose now that l is an interior line, say l=Y 21=[1]_Y
1. Suppose
p is an interior point, p=(i, x), i{1. Then p is collinear with (1, x) and no
other point on l. Now suppose that p=( p1 , p2 , p3) is an exterior
point.Then p is collinear with (1, p1) and no other point of l.
Next assume that l is a transverse line, say l=I_[x], x # Y1. Suppose
that p=(i, y) is an interior point. Then p is collinear with (i, x) and no
other point of l. On the other hand, if p=( p1 , p2 , p3) is an exterior point
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then for some i, pi=x and then p is collinear with (i, x) and no other point
of l.
Finally, assume that l is a tangent line, l=[(i, x), _, {] where _, { # Z2
satisfy _(i)={(i )=x. Suppose p=( j, y) is an interior point. If j=i or
j{i, y=x then p is collinear with (i, x) and no other point on l. Assume
then that j{i, y{x. Since _( j), {( j), x are distinct one of these must be y,
say _( j )=y. Then p is collinear with _ and no other point on l. Finally,
assume that p=( p1 , p2 , p3) is an exterior point. Then as p is non-incident
with l, pi {x. Assume that pj=x, and that k is chosen so that [1, 2, 3]=
[i, j, k]. Then pk{x. As x, _(k), {(k) are distinct and pk{x one of
_(k), {(k)=pk , say _(k)=pk . Then p is collinear with _ and no other point
of l completing the proof. K
4. PROPERTIES OF DUAL POLAR SPACE OF TYPE Sp(2n, 2)
Let (P, L) be a dual polar space of type Sp(2n, 2). In the next section
we will show that the collinearity graph of (P, L) and 1 n are isomorphic,
whence, since this graph determines the lines, the geometries are iso-
morphic. Here we collect some facts about the dual polar spaces of type
Sp(2n, 2) which will be used in the proof.
Let V be a vector space of dimension 2n over GF(2) and let
#: V_V  GF(2) be a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form. For 1 jn
let M( j)=[UV | dim(U )=j, #(U, U )=0], that is, the collection of
totally isotropic subspaces of dimension j. For X # M( j ) let S(X )=
[X$ # M(n) | XX$]. We can identify P with M(n) and L with the collec-
tion of sets of the form [S(X ) | X # M(n&1)].
Lemma 4.1. Let X # M( j ), 0 jn. Then S(X ) is a subspace. With
the lines it contains, S(X ) is isomorphic to a dual polar space of type
Sp(2n&2j, 2).
Proof. Recall that a subspace of a point-line geometry (P, L) is a subset
A of the point set P such that whenever it meets a line l in at least two
points, then l/A. Suppose now that W1 , W2 # S(X ) and are collinear.
Then W1 & W2 # M(n&1) and the line on these two points is S(W1 & W2).
Since W1 , W2 # S(X ), X/W1 & W2 from which it follows that the third
point in the line is also in S(X ). Note that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between S(X ) and the maximal isotropic subspaces in X=X
from which the second part follows. K
Lemma 4.2. Let v be a nonzero vector in V. Let W # M(n), v  W. Then
W$=(W & v=, v) is the unique element of S((v) ) collinear with W.
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Proof. W & W$=W & v= and therefore W, W$ are collinear. On the
other hand, suppose A # S((v) ) is collinear with W. Then A & W has dimen-
sion n&1, however, v  A & W since v  W. Since v # A, W & v==A & W.
Then A=(A & W, v) =(W & v=, v)=W$. K
Now let U=[u1 , u2 , u3 , 0] be a hyperbolic line of (V, #), that is, a non-
degenerate subspace of dimension two. Set Ui=S((ui ) ), i=1, 2, 3, so that
Ui is a dual polar space of type Sp(2n&2, 2). Since #(ui , uj ){0 for i{j it
follows that Ui & Uj=< for i{j. For each ordered pair (i, j ) with
i, j # [1, 2, 3], i{j define the map 6ij : Ui  Uj by 6ij (W )=(W & u=j , uj).
Lemma 4.3. 6ij is an isomorphism of Ui onto Uj .
Proof. 6ij6ji is the identity on Ui and 6ji6ij is the identity on Uj
so 6ij , 6ji are bijective. Now suppose W1 , W2 # Ui and are collinear,
that is, dim(W1 & W2)=n&1. ui # W1 , W2 , therefore ui is in W1 & W2 .
As #(ui , uj){0, it follows that dim(W1 & W2 & u=j )=n&2 so that
dim(6ij (W1) & 6ij (W2))=n&1 and therefore 6ij (W1) and 6ij (W2) are
collinear. K
We will extend our definition and set 6ii=IdU i , the identity map on Ui .
Note that for any i, j, k, 6ij6jk=6ik .
Now suppose that W # M(n). Then W  U1 _ U2 _ U3 is equivalent to
W & U=0. We have seen that W is collinear with a unique element in each
Ui , i=1, 2, 3. For such a W we denote these elements by %i (W ), i=1, 2, 3.
Lemma 4.4. Assume that W # M(n), W & U=0. Let [i, j, k]=[1, 2, 3].
Then [%i (W ), 6ji (%j (W )), 6ki (%k(W ))] is a line.
Proof. Since W & U=0 and U is a hyperbolic line of V it follows that
dim(W & U=)=n&2. Let W$ be a complement to W & U= in W so that
W$ is an isotropic two dimensional subspace. For each vector w # W$"[0]
there is a distinct element of U orthogonal to it. Label the elements of W$
by wi , i=1, 2, 3 the notation chosen so that wi=ui . Then
%i (W )=W & U = (ui , wi) .
Then
6ji (%j (W ))=W & U =(ui , wj+uj) .
Each of %i (W ), 6ji (%j (W )), 6ki (%k(W )) contain W & U= and ui and there-
fore meet in a totally isotropic n&1, whence are the three points of a
line. K
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Lemma 4.5. Let [A1, A2, A3] be a line of (P, L) with A1 & U=0=
A2 & U and ui # A3. Then (i) %i (A1)=%i (A2)=A3. (ii) Let l{3 and
[i, j, k]=[1, 2, 3]. Then [A3, 6ji (%j (Al)), 6ki (%k(Al))] is a line. (iii)
Assume [i, j, k]=[1, 2, 3]. Then 6ji (%j (A1))=6ki (%k(A2)).
Proof. (i) Follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.
(ii) This follows from Lemma 4.4 since, by (i), for l{3 %i (Al)=A3.
(iii) Without loss of generality, we can assume the labeling is chosen
so that i=1. Let B=A1 & A2 & A3 # M(n&1). A3=(B, u1). Let C=
B & u=2 and choose z1 # A
1 & u=2 &C. Then A
1=(B, z1). Note that
B=A1 & u=1 so that C=A
1 & U =, and therefore z1  u=1 . As z1 # A
1, z1 # B=.
Then also z2=u1+z1 # B=. Now (B, z2){(B, z1)=A1 and (B, z2) {
(B, u1)=A3, whence (B, z2) =A2. Set z3=u1=z1+z2 so that A3=
(B, u1)=(B, z3). Note that u3 is orthogonal to some vector on the hyper-
bolic line (z1 , z2). However, u3 is not orthogonal to z1 or u1=z3
and therefore u3 is orthogonal to z2 . Now %2(A1)=(C, z1 , u2) whence
621(%2(A1))=(C, z1+u2 , u1). %3(A2)=(C, z2 , u3) and 631(%3(A2))=
(C, z2+u3 , u1). 621(%2(A1))=631(%3(A2)) will follow upon showing that
z1+u2=z2+u3 . However, z1+u2=z2+z3+u2=z2+u1+u2=z2+u3 as
required. K
Lemma 4.6. Let [A1, A2, A3] be a line and assume At & U=0 for
t=1, 2, 3. Then (i) For each i=1, 2, 3, [%i (A1), %i (A2), %i (A3)] is a line.
(ii) Fix i # [1, 2, 3]. Then [6ji (%j (At)) | t, j=1, 2, 3] is a grid.
Proof. (i) Let B=A1 & A2 & A3 # M(n&1). As At & U=0 for t=
1, 2, 3, B & U=0. If B/u=i for some i # [1, 2, 3] then (B, ui) # M(n) in
which case, (B, ui )=At for some t # [1, 2, 3]. Then ui # At contrary to
assumption. Therefore C=B & u=i # M(n&2). Since A
t=(At & u=i , B) it
follows that for t{s, At & u=i {A
s & u=i and hence %i (A
t){%i (As). Now,
for each t=1, 2, 3,
%i (At)$(C, ui) # M(n&1).
As a consequence, [%i (At)]=S((C, ui) ) and hence is a line as claimed.
(ii) By (i) For each j, [%j (At) | t=1, 2, 3] is a line. Since 6ji is an
isomorphism from Uj to Ui it follows that [6ji (%j (At)) | t=1, 2, 3] is a line
in Ui . From Lemma 4.4, for a fixed t if [i, j, k]=[1, 2, 3] then
[6li (%l (At)) | l=1, 2, 3]=[%i (At), 6ji (%j (At)), 6ki (%k(At))]
is a line. It now follows that [6ji (%j (At)) | t, j=1, 2, 3] is a grid. K
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5. THE IDENTIFICATION OF 1n WITH THE DUAL POLAR SPACE
OF TYPE Sp(2n, 2)
We can now prove
Theorem 5.1. For each n0, 1 n is isomorphic to a dual polar space of
type Sp(2n, 2).
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n. The cases n=0, 1, 2 have
already been established. So assume that 1 n&1 is isomorphic to the dual
polar space of type Sp(2n&2, 2). We define an explicit isomorphism
between the collinearity graph of 1 n and that of the dual polar space of
type Sp(2n, 2). This suffices since the lines are the maximal cliques of the
collinearity graph. We continue to use the notation of section four and
identify the dual polar space of type Sp(2n, 2) with the maximal totally
isotropic subspaces in a vector space V of dimension 2n defined over GF(2)
and equipped with a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form #. Thus, we take
P=M(n) and let L denote the lines, which consists of all the triples
S(W )=[M # P | W/M] where W # M(n&1).
As in Section 4, let U=[0, u1 , u2 , u3] be a hyperbolic line of V and let
Uj=[M # P | uj # M]. Let Lj denote the set of lines of (P, L) contined
in Uj . By our inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.1 we can identify 1 n&1
with (U1 , L1). We also let Gj denote the grids in (Uj , Lj). Let I=[1, 2, 3].
Setting Y=I_U1 and Z=[%: I  U1 | Im(%) # L1), we can take Pn=
Y _ Z. Now we can identify Lni with [[ j]_l | l # L1 , j # I], L
n
tr with
[I_[W] | W # U1], Lnt with [[(i, W), _, {] | _{{, _(i)={(i )=W, Im(_)=
Im({)], and Lne with [[_1 , _2 , _3] | _i # Z, i=1, 2, 3, [_i ( j ) | i, j # I] # G1].
We set U=U1 _ U2 _ U3 .
We now establish the theorem by proving that the collinearity graph of
(P, L) and 1 n=(Pn, Ln) are isomorphic. Define the map f from (P, L)
to Pn=Y _ Z as follows: For W # U1 , f (W )=(1, W ). For W # Ui , i{1,
f (W )=(i, 6i1(W )). Finally, if W # P, W  U1 _ U2 _ U3 define f (W )=
(%1(W ), 621(%2(W )), 631(%3(W ))). By Lemma 4.3, in this case, f (W ) is
in Z. We must show if W1 , W2 # P are collinear then f (W1), f (W2) are
collinear and conversely, that if f (W1) and f (W2) are collinear, then W1
and W2 are collinear. However, we remark that from (2.2) and our induc-
tive hypothesis, for any W the number of W$ collinear with W is the same
as the number of f (W$) collinear with f (W ) and from this the converse will
follow once we establish that W1 , W2 collinear implies f (W1), f (W2)
collinear. There are five cases to consider.
(i) W1 , W2 # Ui for some i # [1, 2, 3]. If i=1 then f (Wj)=(1, Wj ),
j=1, 2 and by definition these are collinear. Suppose i{1. Then
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f (Wj)=(i, 6i1(Wj)), j=1, 2. By Lemma 4.3, 6i1(W1), 6i1(W2) are
collinear in U1 and so by the definition of collinearity in 1 n, f (W1), and
f (W2) are collinear in this case.
(ii) W1 # Ui , W2 # Uj , i{j. Suppose one of i, j is equal one, say i=1.
Since W1 , W2 are collinear it follows from Lemma 4.2 that 6j1(W2)=W1 .
Now f (W1)=(1, W1), f (W2)=( j, 6j1(W2))=( j, W1) and therefore are
collinear. Suppose then that i, j{1. By Lemma 4.3, 6ji (W2)=W1 ,
6ij (W1)=W2 , and 6i1(W1)=6j1(W2) which we will denote by W. Then
f (W1)=(i, W ), f (W2)=( j, W ) and once again they are collinear.
(iii) W1 # U1 _ U2 _ U3 , W2  U. Suppose first that W1 # U1 . Since
W1 , W2 are collinear, by definition, %1(W2)=W1 . Now
f (W1)=(1, W1), f (W2)=(%1(W2), 621(%2(W2)),
631(%3(W2)))=(W1 , 621(%2(W2)), 631(%3(W2)))
and therefore f (W1), f (W2) are, indeed, collinear. Assume then that W1 # Ui ,
i{1. By Lemma 4.2 %i (W2)=W1 . Now
f (W1)=(i, 6i1(W1)),
f (W2)=(%1(W2), 621(W2), 631(W2)).
Since %(W2)=W1 , it follows that 6i1(%i (W2))=6i1(W1) and therefore
f (W1), f (W2) are on a tangent line.
(iv) Now assume that W1 , W2  U, for some i, %i (W1)=%i (W2). Set
W=%i (W1)=%i (W2). Suppose i=1. Then
f (W1)=(%1(W1), 621(%2(W1)), 631(%3(W1))), and
f (W2)=(%1(W2), 621(%2(W2)), 631(%3(W2))).
By Lemma 4.4 (iii),
621(%2(W1)=631(%3(A2)) and 631(%3(W1)=621(%2(A2)).
Since also %1(W1)=%1(W2), f (W1), f (W2) are collinear. In the case i{1
the proof similarly follows from Lemma 4.4.
(v) Finally, assume that W1 , W2  U, and for each i, %i (W1){
%i (W2). In this case, if W3 is the third point in S(W1 & W2) then also
W3  U. By Lemma 4.5, [6l1(%l (Wj) | l, j=1, 2, 3] # G1 .
f (W1)=(%1(W1), 621(%2(W1)), 631(%3(W1))) and
f (W2)=(%1(W2), 621(%2(W2)), 631(%3(W2))).
By the definition of external lines, these are collinear. K
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6. SOME PROJECTIVE EMBEDDINGS FOR THE DUAL
POLAR SPACES OF TYPE Sp(2n, 2)
By making use of our identification of the dual polar space of type
Sp(2n, 2) with the inductively defined geometries 1 n we can apply
Theorem 2.2 to construct projective embeddings for these geometries. We
remark that the resulting projective embeddings do not necessarily admit
the automorphism group of the geometry 1 n. In particular, the embeddings
of Example 2 do not admit Sp(2n, 2).
Example 1. The trivial geometry 1 0 has only one possible embedding,
f 0, which maps the single point to the non zero vector in a one space V0 over
GF(2). Assume that we have defined the embeddings f n&1: 1 n&1  V n&1. In
the extension theorem take (e1 , V1) and (e2 , V2) to be both be equivalent
to ( f n&1, Vn&1). Then the resulting projective embedding, ( f n, V n) for 1 n
has dimension 2n and is the projective embedding realized by the spin
module for the group Sp(2n, 2).
Example 2. The first dimension in which an embedding other than the
one afforded by the spin representation of Sp(2n, 2) arises is for n=2. The
(2, 2)-generalized quadrangle has, in addition to the spin embedding (the
symplectic module) of (linear) dimension 4 an embedding in dimension 5
in which the points of the quadrangle are the singular points on a non-
singular (but degenerate) quadric. Then in applying the extension theorem
to 1 2 to get embeddings of 1 3 we can take one or both of (e1 , V1), (e2 , V2)
equivalent to this five dimensional embedding to get embeddings of dimen-
sion 9 and 10. In this way we can proceed inductively to obtain many dif-
ferent embeddings for 1 n all of which have the spin embedding as a
quotient. Apparently, however, the universal embedding relative to the spin
embedding does not arise among these.
7. A SPANNING SET FOR THE NEAR HEXAGON OF TYPE Sp(6, 2)
Let 1=(P, L) be a partial linear rank two incidence system. A geometric
subspace of 1 is a subset S of P, the point set of 1 such that if S contains
at least two points of a line l then l is entirely contained in S. Clearly the
intersection of subspaces is a subspace and P is itself a subspace. In conse-
quence if X is any subset of P there is a unique minimal subspace which
contains X, namely the intersection of all subspaces which contain X. We
denote this by sp(X ). The subset X of P is a spanning set if sp(X )=P. The
following is obvious from the definition a spanning set and a projective
embedding:
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Proposition 7.1. Let 1=(P, L) be a partial linear rank two incidence
system and e: 1  PG(V ) be projective embedding of 1. Assume X is a
spanning set for 1. Then PG(V )=(e(x) | x # X). In particular, dim(V )
card(X).
In our main result we make use of the construction of the near hexagon
of type Sp(6, 2) to obtain a small spanning set for this geometry. First,
however, we need to introduce some notation, recall some definitions and
make explicit some properties of a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle which we
make use of in the theorem.
Thus, let 1=(P, L) be a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle. For a point
x # P we denote by 2(x) the set of all points collinear with x and set
=(x)=[x] _ 2(x). An ovoid of 1 is a set of five points no two of which are
collinear and a spread of 1 is a set of five lines which partitions the
15 points. We remark that if O is a ovoid then every line meets O in a
unique point. The following is well known and easy to prove
Lemma 7.2. Let 1=(P, L) be a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle. Let x, y
be non-collinear points. (a) z # =(x) & =( y ) =(z) has three points. (b) [x, y] is
contained in a unique ovoid.
For a pair, x, y of non-collinear points clearly x and y belong to
z # =(x) & =( y) =(z). We will denote by x+y the third point of
z # =(x) & =( y) =(z).
Lemma 7.3. Let O be ovoid of (P, L), a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle.
Then P=O _ [x+y | x, y # O].
Proof. Let x, y # O and set z=x+y. There are three lines on z and
each meets O in a unique point. Therefore there are three point in
O & 2(z). Since x, y are not collinear with z, O2(z)=O"[x, y]. It follows
that there cannot be any other pair a, b from O with z=x+y. Therefore
as x, y ranges over the pairs from O we get 10 distince points. Together
with the points of O we then get all 15 points in P. K
Now the dual incidence system which has as its points the lines of 1 and
as its lines the points of 1 is also a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle so these
lemmas apply to this incidence system as well. This means that (a) every
pair of non-intersecting lines l, m there is a unique third line n which inter-
sects neither l nor m but meets every line k which intersects both l and m.
We denote this third line by l+m. (b) Every pair of non-intersecting
lines l, m lies in a unique spread, and (c) if S is a spread then L=
S _ [l+m | l, m # S]. We can now prove
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Theorem 7.4. The near hexagon of type Sp(6, 2) has a spanning set of
fifteen points.
Proof. We can identify the near hexagon of type Sp(6, 2) with 1 =(P, L)
where 1=(P, L) is a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle. We continue let
I=[1, 2, 3] and set Yi=[i]_P, i=1, 2, 3 and Z=[_: I  P | Im(_) # L].
Now in the generalized quadrangle (P, L) we can find five which span the
quadrangle as follows: take any pair of non-interecting lines l, m and
choose a pair of points from each of l and m then choose any point not on
l, m or l+m. Denote such a set of five points in (P, L) by xj , 1j5. Now
choose any spread S=[lj | 1 j5] of L. Now let _j , 1 j5 be points
in Z such that Im(_j)=lj (there are six choices for each _j). We now take
as our candidate for a spanning set the following 15 points:
X=[(i, xj) | i=1, 2; 1 j5] _ [_j | 1 j5].
By our choice of the xj it immediately follows that span([(i, xj) | 1 j5]
=Yi , i=1, 2. It then follows that span([(i, xj ) | i=1, 2; 1 j5])=Y.
We remark that if z # Z then span(Y _ [z]) contains all six elements w # Z
such that Im(w)=Im(z). Now let m # L"S. Then there is a pair j, k
such that m=lj+lk . Let { # Z such that Im({)=m. By the remark above
we can find {j # span(Y _ [_j ]) and {k # span(Y _ [_k]) such that {j , {k
are collinear and the third point on the line through these two points is {.
It therefore follows that span(X )$Z and hence X is a spanning set as
claimed. K
As a consequence of 7.1 and 7.4 it follows that a universal embedding
relative to the spin embedding of the near hexagon of type Sp(6, 2) has
dimension at most 15. That 15 is the actual dimension has been determined
by (A. Brouwer [Br]) and independently by (S. Smith [S]).
8. NEW NEAR POLYGONS FROM THE CONSTRUCTION
In this section we will prove in Theorem 8.6 that if 1 $=(P$, L$) is a
classical near 2n-gon isometrically embedded in the near 2n-gon of
type Sp(2n, 2) and we apply the construction to obtain a geometry
1 $=(P$, L$) then this new geometry is a near 2n+2-gon. We then apply
this to certain subnear 2n-gons of the dual Sp(2n, 2) geometry to obtain
new near 2n+2-gons. The proof of Theorem 8.6 is given in Lemmas 8.4
and 8.5 below. Before proceeding to these, however, we first introduce
some concepts and prove a few general lemmas concerning near 2n-gons
which may be of independent interest.
Thus, let 1=(P, L) be a near 2n-gon. Let d1 ( , ) denote the metric on the
points of 1 induced by the collinearity graph. For a point p # P we will
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denote by 21, d ( p) the set of points at distance d from p, 21, d ( p)=
[q # P | d1 ( p, q)=d]. For subsets X, Y of P let d1(X, Y)=min[d1(x, y) | x # X,
y # Y]. Let l, m be lines of 1. For a nonnegative integer dn we will say
that l and m are d-balanced if for all p # l, d1 ( p, m)=d. Let X, Y be subsets
of P. For a nonnegative integer dn we will say such a pair is d-gated if
(i) d1 (X, Y )=d; (ii) there is a unique x # X, y # Y with d1 (x, y)=d ; and
(iii) for x$ # X, y$ # Y, d1 (x$, y$)=d1 ((x$, x)+d1 (x, y)+d1 ( y, y$).
Lemma 8.1. Assume 1=(P, L) is a near 2n-gon and l, m are lines in 1
with d1 (l, m)=d. Then either l, m is d-gated for some d<n or d-balanced for
some dn.
Proof. Suppose there exists a unique (x, y) # l_m such that d1 (l, m)=
d=d1 (x, y). Then from the axioms for a near 2n-gon it is immediate that
l, m are d-gated. Moreover, since each point of m has a unique closest point
on l and the maximal distance is n we must have d<n. Thus assume that
(x1 , y1){(x2 , y2) # l_m with d1 (x1 , y1)=d=d1 (x2 , y2). Since there is a
unique point on m nearest x1 it follows that x1{x2 and similarly that
y1{y2 . Now let x # l. We must show that d1 (x, m)=d. Clearly we can
assume that x{x1 , x2 . Since there is a unique point on l nearest yi , i=1, 2
it follows that d1 (x, yi )>d. On the other hand d1 (x, yi )d1 (x, xi )+
d1 (xi , yi )=1+d and therefore it follows that d1 (x, yi )=1+d. Since there
is a unique point on m nearest x we get that d1 (x, m)=d. K
Lemma 8.2. Assume 1=(P, L) is a classical near 2n-gon. Assume l, m
are a pair of d-balanced lines of 1. Then there is a line k such that l, k are
(d&1)-balanced and k, m are 1-balanced.
Proof. Let x1 , x2 # l and let y1 , y2 be the points on m with d1 (xi , yi )=d
for i=1, 2. Choose z1 with d1 (x1 , z1)=d&1, d1 (z1 , y1)=1. Then
d1 (z1 , y2)=2 and so there is a unique quad, which we shall denote by Q
which contains z1 , y2 . Since
z1 # Q & 21 , d&1(x1), y1 # Q & 21 , d (x1), y2 # Q & 21, d (x1)
it follows that z1 is the unique point in Q nearest x1 . Now d1 (x2 , y2)=d,
d1 (x2 , y1)=d+1 and d1 (x2 , z1)=d. By the classical condition it follows
that d1 (x2 , Q)=d&1. Let z2 be the unique point in Q & 21 , d&1(x2). Then
by the classical condition we have d1 (z1 , z2)=1=d1 ( y2 , z2). Now let k be
the line on z1 , z2 . Then d1 (k, m)=1 but k, m are not 1-gated and so by 3.1
are 1-balanced. Similarly, d1 (l, k)=d&1 but l, k are not (d-1)-gated, and
hence they are (d-1)-balanced. K
Now assume further that every line of 1 has three points and let
1 =(P, L) be the geometry obtained by applying the construction of
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section two. So, if I=[1, 2, 3], then P=Y _ Z where Y=I_P, Z=
[_: I  P | Im(_) # L]. Now set
Bd=[(_, {) | _, { # Z | Im(_), Im({) are d-balanced];
Bd, 0=[(_, {) # Bd | d1 (_(i ), {(i))=d, for each i=1, 2, 3];
Bd, 1=[(_, {) # Bd | there is a unique i # I with d1 (_(i ), {(i ))=d];
Bd, 2=[(_, {) # bd | d1 (_(i ), {(i )){d for each i=1, 2, 3];
Gd=[(_, {) | _, { # Z, Im(_), Im({) are d-gated];
Gd, 0=[(_, {) # Gd | for some i # I, d1 (_(i ), {(i ))=d]; and
Gd, 1=[(_, {) # GD | d1 (_(i ), {(i )){d for each i=1, 2, 3].
If X is any of the above collections and _ # Z then we will denote by
X(_) the set [{ # Z | (_, {) # X].
Lemma 8.3. Let 1=(P, L) be a clasical near 2n-gon. Let k, l be a pair
of d-balanced lines and let Q be a quad containing l. Let x1 , x2 be distinct
points on k. Then (i) d1 (x1 , Q)=d1 (x2 , Q). (ii) If yi # Q, i=1, 2 are the
unique points such that d1 (xi , Q)=d1 (xi , yi ) then y1 , y2 are collinear. If m
is the line on y1 , y2 then m, k are balanced. (iii) If n is a line in Q then k, n
is balanced if and only if n=m or m & n=<.
Proof. (i) Since d1(xi , l )=d, we must have d1 (xi , Q)=d&1 or d.
Suppose d1 (x1 , Q)=d&1 and y1 is the point in Q with d1 (x1 , y1)=d&1.
Let z2 be the point on l with d1 (x2 , z2)=d. Then there are two points in
Q at distance d from y2 , namely z2 and y1 . Then there must be a point y2
in Q at distance d&1 from y2 . By symmetry, if d1 (x2 , Q)=d&1 then also
d1 (x1 , Q)=d&1. (ii) If d1 (x1 , Q)=d=d1 (x2 , Q) then y1 , y2 are on l and
therefore collinear. Otherwise, d1 (x1 , y2)=d and therefore, by the classical
condition, y1 , y2 are collinear. By 8.2 the line m on y1 , y2 and k are
e-balanced (e=d&1 or d ). (iii) Let n be a line in Q. If n=m then clearly
k, n is balanced. Suppose n{m, n & m{<. Let y be the point where m, n
meet and let x be the unique point on k nearest y. Then d1 (x, y)=e,
d1 (x$, y$)>e for (x$, y$){(x, y) # k_n. Assume that n & m=<. Then
for each point x # k, d1(x, n)>e+1. Suppose, then, that y # m,
d1 (x, y)=e and z # n, d1 ( y, z)=1. Then d1 (x, z)=e+1 and k, n are
(e+1)-balanced. K
Lemma 8.4. Assume 1 is a near 2n-gon with three points on a line and
let 1 =(P, L) with P=Y & Z. Let x=(i, p) # Y. Then (i) 21 , d (x) & Y=
[(i, q) | d1 ( p, q)=d] _ [( j, r) | j{i, d1 ( p, r)=d&1]; (ii) 21 , d (x) & Z=
[_ | d1 (_(i ), p)=d&1].
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Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously by induction on d. For
d=0, 1 these are immediate by the definition of collinerity in 1 . Assume
21 d (x) & Y=[(i, q) | d1 ( p, q) = d] _ [( j, r) | j { i, d1 ( p, r) = d & 1]; and
21 , d (x) & Z = [_ | d1 (_(i ), p) = d & 1]. Suppose d1 ( p, q) =d + 1,
d1 ( p, r)=d. Then by induction we know that for j{i, ( j, r)  21 , e(x)
for any ed and similarly (i, q)  21 , e for any ed. We also have,
d1 ((i, r), ( j, r))=1 and d1 ((i, p), (i, r))=d so d1 (x, ( j, r))=d+1. Since
d1 ( p, q)=d+1, there is a u # P with d1 ( p, u)=d, d1 (u, q)=1. Then by
induction d1 (x, (i, u))=d, d1 ((i, u), (i, q))=1 and hence d1 (x, (i, q))=
d+1. Suppose d1 (x, (i, q))=d+1. Let y # 21 , d (x) & 21 , 1((i, q)). If y # Y
then by induction either y=(i, u) with d1 (q, u)=d or y=( j, v) with
d1 (q, v)=d&1 in which case the result holds. Assume then that
y # Z. Since y and (i, q) are collinear, y(i )=q. However, by induction,
d1 ( p, y(i ))=d, whence d1 (x, (i, q))=d a contradiction. Assume finally that
( j, r) # 21 , d+1(x) and let y # P with d1 (x, y)=d, d1 ( y, ( j, r))=1. As in the
above argument if y # Y then d1 ( p, r)=d as required. So assume y # Z.
Then y( j)=q, d1 ( p, y(i ))=d&1. However, y(i ), y( j )=q are collinear
from which it follows that d1 ( p, q)=d as required.
Now assume that _ # Z and d1 (_(i ), p) = d. Then by induction
d1 (x, (i, _(i )) = d whence d1 (x, _) = d + 1. Let us assume that
_ # 21 , d+1(x) & Z. We must show d1 ( p, _(i )) = d. Suppose that
d1 (x, ( j, _( j )))=d for some j{i. Then by induction d1 ( p, _( j ))=d&1.
Since _(i ), _( j ) are collinear it will follow that d1 ( p, _(i ))=d as required.
Assume then that _, { # Z are collinear and d1 (x, {)=d. By induction
d1 ( p, {(i ))=d&1. Since _, { are collinear, either _(i )={(i) or _(i ), {(i ) are
collinear. In the first case, d1 (x, _)=d a contradiction, in the second case,
d1 ( p, _(i ))=d as desired. This completes the proof. K
Lemma 8.5. Assume 1 is a classical 2n-gon with three points on a line
and let 1 =(P, L) with P=Y _ Z. Let _ # Z. Then
21 , d (_) & Z=Bd, 0(_) _ Bd&1, 1(_) _ Bd&2, 2(_)
_ Gd&2, 0(_) _ Gd&3, 1(_).
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on d. The cases d=0, 1 are
immediate by the definition of collinearity in 1 . So assume that
21 , d (_) & Z=Bd, 0(_) _ Bd&1, 1(_) _ Bd&2, 2(_)
_ Gd&2, 0(_) _ Gd&3, 1(_).
We must show the two inclusions,
21 , d+1(_) & Z$Bd+1, 0(_) _ Bd, 1(_) _ Bd&1, 2(_) _ Gd&1, 0(_) _ Gd&2, 1(_)
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and
Bd+1, 0(_) _ Bd, 1(_) _ Bd&1, 2(_) _ Gd&1, 0(_) _ Gd&2, 1(_)$21 , d+1(_) & Z.
We begin with the first containment and divide into five cases:
(i) Assume { # Bd+1, 0(_). Let x1 # 21 , d (_(1)) & 21 , 1({(1)) and let Q
be the quad on x1 and {(2). Let [x2]=Q & 21 , d (_(2)). Then x1 , {(2) are
collinear. Let x3 be the third point on the line through x1 , x2 and let
/ # Z be defined such that /(i )=xi . Then / # Bd, 0(_) & B1.0({) whence
{ # 21 , d+1(_).
(ii) Assume { # Bd, 0(_). Assume d1 (_(i), {(i))=d. Let {$ be the third
point on the tangent line joining { to (i, {(i )). Then {$ # Bd, 0(_) and by
induction d1 ({, {$)=1, whence d1 (_, {)=d+1.
(iii) Assume { # Bd&1, 2(_). Let {$ # Z be defined by Im({)=Im({$),
{$ # Bd&1, 0(_). Then d1 ({, {$)=2, whence d1 (_, {)=d+1.
(iv) Suppose { # Gd&1, 0(_) and d1 (_(i), {(i))=d&1. Then
d1 (_, (i, _(i )))=1=d1 ((i, {(i )), {), d1 ((i, _(i )), (i, {(i )))=d&1
by 3.4. Therefore d1 (_, {)=d+1 as required.
(v) Finally assume { # Gd&2, 1(_). Assume d1 (_(i ), {( j ))=d&2. Let
[1, 2, 3]=[i, j, k] and let {$ be the third point on the tangent line joining
{ to (k, {(k)). Then {$(i)={( j ) # 21 , d&2(_(i )). Then {$ # Gd&2, 0(_) and so
by induction {$ # 21 , d (_) whence { # 21 , d+1(_).
We now show the reverse inclusion. By 8.2 Im(_), Im({) are either
e-balanced or e-gated for some e. We divide into five cases. Throughout we
will let u be an element in 21 , d (_) & 21 , 1({).
(i) Assume { # B3, 0(_). By induction, if e<d+1 we get a contradic-
tion and therefore it suffices to prove that ed+1. Suppose u # Y, say
u=(i, p). Then as u, { are collinear, p={(i). Then by 3.4,
d=d1 (_, u)=d1 (_, (i, p))=d1 (_, (i, {(i))=1+d1 ((i, _(i)), (i, {(i)))
so
d&1=d1 (_(i), {(i))d1 (Im(_), Im({))=e.
Thus we may assume u # Z. By induction d1 (Im(_), Im(u))d and there-
fore e=$(Im(_), Im({))d+1 as required.
(ii) Assume { # Be, 1({). Now we must prove that ed. Suppose
u=(i, {(i)), for some i. Then by the argument above we get ed&1.
Assume then that u # Z. If u  Bd, 0(_) then d1 (Im(_), Im(u))d&1 and
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then e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))d. Thus we may assume that u # Bd, 0(_). Since
{ # Be, 1(_) for some i # I, e=d1(Im(_), Im({))<d1 (_(i), {(i))d1 (_(i),
u(i))+d1 (u(i), {(i))=d+1.
(iii) Assume { # Be, 2(_). Now we must show ed&1. If u # Y we get,
as above, ed&1 so we can take u # Z. If u # Gd&2, 0(_) _ Gd&3, 1(_)
then d1 (Im(_), Im(u))d&2 so that e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))d&1. Like-
wise if u # Bd&2, 2(_) then ed&1. Suppose u # Bd&1, 1(_). If Im(u)=Im({)
then we are again done. So assume Im(u) { Im({). Let i # I so
d1 (_(i), u(i))=d&1 and let u$ be the third point on the tangent line
joining u to (i, u(i)). Since {, u are collinear but do not lie on a tangent line,
(i, {(i)), (i, u(i)) are collinear in #. Let {$ be the third point on the tangent
line joining { to (i, {(i)). Then {$, u$ are collinear. Now u$ # Bd&1, 0(_).
Suppose d1 (_(i), {$(i))=d for each i # I. Then {$ # Bd, 1(_) a contradiction.
Then for some i # I, e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))=d1 (Im(_), Im({$))<d1 (_(i),
{$(i))d1 (_(i), u(i))+1=d and therefore ed&1.
(iv) Now assume { # Ge, 0(_). We must now show that ed&1. Sup-
pose u=(i, {(i)) for some i. Then as in (i)(iii) d1 (_(i), {(i))=d&1 and
then e=d1(Im(_), Im({))d&1. So we may take u # Z. By induction
either
d1 (Im(_), Im(u))d&2 or u # Bd, 0(_) _ Bd&1, 1(_).
In the former case e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))d&1. So assume u # Bd, 0(_) _
Bd&1, 1(_). If Im({)=Im(u) then Im(_), Im({) are balanced, a contradic-
tion. So Im({){Im(u). Let Q be the quad of 1 containing Im({), Im(u). By
3.3 if xi are the points of Q nearest _(i), i=1, 2, 3 then d1 (_(i), xi) are all
equal and the xi lie on a line. Let / # Z be defined by /(i)=xi . By 3.3
Im({), Im(/)intersect. Then
e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))d1 (Im(_), Im(/))<d1 (Im(_), Im(u))d
and therefore ed&1 as required.
(v) Finally assume { # Ge, 1(_). Now we must show ed&2. Sup-
pose u=(i, {(i)) for some i. Then as above we get d1 (_(i), {(i))=d&1.
However, as { # Ge, 1(_), e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))<d1 (_(i), {(i)) and in this
case ed&2. So assume u # Z. If u # Gd&3, 1(_) then clearly ed&2.
Suppose u # Gd&2, 0(_). If Im({)=Im(u) we are again done. Suppose
Im(u){Im({). Assume d1 (_(i), u(i))=d&2. As above we get
e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))<d1 (_(i), {(i))d1 (_(i), u(i))+1=d&1
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since { # Ge, 1(_). Thus we can take { # Bd, o(_) _ Bd&1, 1(_) _ Bd&2, 2(_).
As in (iv) we cannot have Im({)=Im(u). Let Q be the quad of 1 con-
taining Im(u), Im({), xi the point of Q nearest _(i), i=1, 2, 3 and / the
element of Z such that /(i)=xi . Then by 3.3 Im(/), Im({) meet. Now if
u # Bd&1, 1(_) _ Bd&2, 2(_) then
e=d1 (Im(_), Im({))=d1 (Im(_), Im(/))d1 (Im(_), Im(u))d&1
whence ed&2. Thus we may assume u # Bd, 0(_), / # Bd&1, 0(_). Now
e=d&1. We derive a contradiction. Let i, j # I such that d1 (_(i), {( j))=
d&1. Since { # Gd&1, 1(_), i{j. Then {( j)=xi is the unique point of
Q & 21 , d&1(_(i)). However, d1 (_(i), u(i))=d and
d1 (_(i), {(i))d1 (_(i), {( j))+d1 ({( j), {(i))d&1+1=d.
Then if k is the line of 1 on {(i), u(i) and p is the third point of k then
d1 (_(i), p)=d&1 which contradicts the uniqueness of {( j)=/(i) and
completes the proof. K
Theorem 8.6. Let 1 $=(P$, L$) be a classical, isometrically embedded
subgeometry of 1=(P, L), a dual polar space of type Sp(2n, 2) and set 1 $=
(P$, L$) the geometry obtained by applying the construction of Section 2
to 1 $. Then 1 $ is a near 2n+2-gon.
Proof. Set 1 =(P, L) the geometry obtained by applying the construc-
tion to 1. By 8.4 and 8.5, 1 $ is an isometric subspace of 1 . Since, by 5.1,
1 is a the near 2n+2-gon of type Sp(2n+2, 2) it follows that 1 $ is also a
near 2n+2-gon. K
Corollary 8.7. Let I=[1, 2, 3], and for an positive integer n, set
P$=In. Let 2 consist of those pairs from P$ which differ in precisely one
coordinate, that is, the edges of the Hamming graph on P$ and let L$ consist
of the maximal cliques. Let 1 $ be the geometry obtained from 1 by applying
the construction. Then 1 $ is a near 2n+2-gon.
Proof. 1 is a classical near 2n-gon isometrically embedded in the near
2n-gon of type Sp(2n, 2). The result now follows from 8.6. K
Similarly we have
Corollary 8.8. Let k, l, n be positive integers with k+l=n. Let
1 $=(P$, L$) be the product geometry of the dual polar spaces of type
Sp(2k, 2) and Sp(2l, 2) and 1 $ the geometry obtained by applying the con-
struction to this space. Then 1 $ is a near 2n+2-gon.
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Proof. The product of the dual polar spaces of type Sp(2k, 2) and
Sp(2l, 2) is a classical near 2n-gon which is isometrically embedded in the
dual polar space of type Sp(2n, 2) where n=k+l. The result now follows
immediately by an application of 8.6. K
Examples. (1) Taking 1 $ to be the product of a (2, 2)-generalized
quadrangle with a projective line we get a near octagon with 495 points.
(2) Taking 1 $ to the product of two (2, 2)-generalized quadrangles
we get a near 10-gon with 33_53 points which is not a triple product of
three (2, 2)-generalized quadrangles. This is apparent since there are some
points in 1 $ lying on 13 lines and others lying on 10 lines, while all points
in the triple product of a (2, 2)-generalized quadrangle lie on the same
number of lines.
9. OTHER POSSIBLE CONSTRUCTIONS
A natural question arises, what occurs when other geometries with three
points on a line are used in the construction of section two, in particular,
if other generalized quadrangles or near hexagons are used, is the resulting
geometry a near hexagon, respectively, a near octagon? The most obvious
candidates are the (2, 4)-generalized quadrangle and the near hexagon with
point set the octads (blocks) of the 5-(8, 24, 1) Witt design and lines the
trios (partition of the twenty four points into three disjoint blocks) which
has automorphism group M24 , the Mathieu group on 24 points.
It is easy to see that if 1=(P, L) is a (2, 4)-generalized quadrangle then the
geometry 1 cannot be a near hexagon: Suppose _, { # Z with Im(_){Im({),
_(i)={(i) for some i # I=[1, 2, 3], say i=1. Then d1 (_, {)=2. Let
l=Im(_), m=Im({), x=_(1)={(1). Let a=_(2), b={(2). There are five
points in 211(a) & 211(b) of which x is one. Let z # (211(a) & 211(b))"[x].
There are five lines on z of which two are za, zb. Let n be any of the other
three lines on z. Let w be the point on n collinear with x and denote by y
the third point on n. Now define % # Z by %(1)=w, %(2)=z, %(3)=y (this
is in Z since Im(%)=n). Then % # 21 1(_) & 21 1({) and in this way we get
at least 4_3=12 points in 21 1(_) & 21 1({). However, if 1 were a near
hexagon with three points on every line then card(21 1(_) & 21 1({))5.
When 1=(P, L) is the near hexagon with point set the 759 octads of the
5-(8, 25, 1) Witt design the issue is more subtle. This geometry has quite a
bit of regularity, e.g. every point lies on 31 lines (so the point graph is
regular with valency 62). However, this geometry is not a near octagon.
Specifically, there are exists a point line pair consisting of an external point
_ and an external line l such that d1 (_, {)=3 for each point { # l.
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